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Abstract iTHER is a Dutch prospective national precision oncology program aiming to

define tumour molecular profiles in children and adolescents with primary very high-risk,

relapsed, or refractory paediatric tumours. Between April 2017 and April 2021, 302 samples

from 253 patients were included. Comprehensive molecular profiling including low-coverage

whole genome sequencing (lcWGS), whole exome sequencing (WES), RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq), Affymetrix, and/or 850k methylation profiling was successfully performed for

226 samples with at least 20% tumour content. Germline pathogenic variants were identified

in 16% of patients (35/219), of which 22 variants were judged causative for a cancer predispo-

sition syndrome. At least one somatic alteration was detected in 204 (90.3%), and 185 (81.9%)

were considered druggable, with clinical priority very high (6.1%), high (21.3%), moderate

(26.0%), intermediate (36.1%), and borderline (10.5%) priority. iTHER led to revision or refine-

ment of diagnosis in 8 patients (3.5%). Temporal heterogeneity was observed in paired samples

of 15 patients, indicating the value of sequential analyses.

Of 137 patients with follow-up beyond twelve months, 21 molecularly matched treatments

were applied in 19 patients (13.9%), with clinical benefit in few. Most relevant barriers to not

applying targeted therapies included poor performance status, as well as limited access to

drugs within clinical trial.

iTHER demonstrates the feasibility of comprehensive molecular profiling across all ages,

tumour types and stages in paediatric cancers, informing of diagnostic, prognostic, and target-

able alterations as well as reportable germline variants. Therefore, WES and RNA-seq is

nowadays standard clinical care at the Princess Máxima Center for all children with cancer,

including patients at primary diagnosis. Improved access to innovative treatments within

biology-driven combination trials is required to ultimately improve survival.

ª 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Over the last decades, survival of paediatric oncology

patients in high-income countries has significantly

increased due to intense multimodal treatment strate-

gies, improved supportive care, and centralisation of

paediatric oncologic care [1,2]. However, prognosis for a

subset of patients with high-risk, relapsed, and re-

fractory cancers remains poor, and survivors are facing

severe late side-effects, stressing the need for innovative
treatment approaches [3].

Large-scale next-generation sequencing (NGS) studies

have provided insights into the genomic landscape of

paediatric cancer, which enables improving outcomes

through molecularly matched treatments [4e6]. Multiple

prospective precision-medicine programs report the

feasibility of NGS in a clinical setting in a relevant

timeframe and reveal a rate of actionable variants that
justify the development of predictive biomarker-driven

trials for childhood cancer [7e12]. Large-scale pro-

grams include the international INFORM registry
including thirteen countries [13], MAPPYACTS (France)

[14], SM-PAEDS (UK) [15], the US-based NCIeCOG

Pediatric MATCH trial [16] and the Australian Zero

Childhood Cancer Program [17].

The Dutch Princess Máxima Center for pediatric

oncology (‘Máxima’) is Europe’s largest comprehensive

childhood cancer centre, registering approximately 600

new cancer cases each year in children under 18 years of
age (www.skion.nl). The ‘individual Therapies’

(‘iTHER’) program is a prospective national precision

oncology program, aiming to benefit children and

adolescents with primary very high-risk, relapsed, or

refractory paediatric tumours with the goal to evaluate

feasibility and ultimately implementation into standard

of care of the comprehensive molecular profiling

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://www.skion.nl
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platform. Here, we report the first results consisting of

whole exome, transcriptome, and DNA methylome

analysis to identify relevant somatic and germline ab-

errations to inform treatment. We discuss translation

into treatment recommendations and explore key bar-

riers to therapeutic application, highlighting the need for

close collaboration between biologists, bio-

informaticians, and clinicians.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design, patients, and sample inclusion

The iTHERprogramopened after ethics approval inApril

of 2017 as a prospective non-interventional observational

study (Netherlands Trial Register, Trial NL5728;

NL56826.078.16). Fig. 1A depicts the study workflow,
which was developed in close international collaboration

with INFORM, sharing Standard Operating Procedures

and discussing results at the international Molecular

Tumour Board. Protocol details and inclusion criteria are

summarised in Supplemental Table 1. iTHER was initi-

ated at three sites in the Netherlands: the Máxima in

Utrecht, Erasmus Medical Center in Rotterdam, and

Amsterdam University Medical Center in Amsterdam.
Since June 2018, care for all children with cancer is cen-

tralised at theMáxima and therefore iTHER continued as

a single-site study. Eligible patients included children,

adolescents, and young adults with (suspected) high-risk,

relapsed, or refractory malignancies. After written

informed consent, fresh tumour biopsy of the current

disease episode, or bone marrow in case of leukaemia, as

well as germline material was obtained and processed
immediately to avoid delay and tissue degradation. Ma-

terial was evaluated by a dedicated staff pathologist with

specific expertise in paediatric oncology and distributed

for routine diagnostic testing, and subsequently approved

for ongoing research including iTHER, and biobanking.

For solid and central nervous system (CNS) tumours

included in iTHER, frozen sections were prepared to

assess tumour cell percentage by haematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) staining, requiring at least 20% tumour content.

Clinical data including age, sex, diagnosis, administered

therapy, and best response to therapywere entered into the

study database.

2.2. Sample preparation, sequencing, data integration and

visualisation

Total DNA and RNA were isolated using the AllPrep

DNA/RNA/Protein Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the

manufacturer’s protocol on the QiaCube (Qiagen).

Comprehensive molecular profiling of somatic and
germline material in the first part of this study (n Z 141)

was performed and kindly provided by the INFORM

program [18,19]. In brief, data were generated utilising

low-coverage Whole Genome Sequencing (lcWGS),
Whole Exome Sequencing (WES), mRNA sequencing

(RNA-seq), Affymetrix gene expression array and 850k

Illumina EPIC DNA methylation array profiling.

Subsequent samples (n Z 106) were sequenced at the

Máxima according to the Supplemental data Extended

methods, applying WES (germline and somatic), RNA-

seq, and 850k Illumina Infinium EPIC DNA methyl-

ation array profiling for CNS tumours [20] or sarcomas
[21]. Twenty-one samples were profiled by both centres

for quality control and validation purposes.

Data were transferred to the R2 Genomics Analysis

and Visualisation platform (http://r2.amc.nl).

2.3. Target identification, prioritisation, and reporting

Identified somatic molecular aberrations included single

nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small insertions/de-

letions (InDels) with a variant allele fraction of >0.1;

copy number variants (CNVs; defined as follows: gain

logfold >1.0; amplification >2.0; deletion �1.0 or less;

biallelic deletion �2.0 or less); gene fusions and other
structural variants (SVs) as well as overexpressed genes

(log2 Z-score >2.5 across the reference cohort) and, in

selected AML patients, farnesyldiphosphate farnesyl-

transferase 1 (FDFT1) methylation status [22]. Events

were annotated based on databases, including COSMIC

[23] and PeCan (http://r2.amc.nl). Of note, biallelic

inactivation leading to loss-of-function of the protein

was required to annotate inactivation of a tumour
suppressor gene. Numerical or segmental chromosomal

aberrations without single driver gene event were not

reported in this study. Somatic events were classified as

potentially druggable, or biologically relevant only.

Results were prioritised in the context of tumour type by

two independent molecular biologists with specific dis-

ease expertise, based on available (pre)clinical data and

according to an algorithm previously published by
INFORM (Supplemental Fig. 1) [13,24]. Germline var-

iants in selected childhood cancer predisposition genes

were classified according to ACMG guidelines

(Supplemental Table 2) [25].

Following this curation process, results were discussed

at the weekly multidisciplinary Molecular Tumour Board

(MTB). Core members included (the treating) paediatric

oncologists, earlyphaseclinical trialoncologists,molecular
pathologists, clinical geneticists, bioinformaticians, and

disease-specific paediatric tumour biologists from our

research department. Biologically relevant aberrations

supporting and/or refining diagnosis and prognosis were

reviewed, as were germline findings indicating the presence

of a cancer predisposition syndrome. Specific treatment

options, preferably within the context of a clinical trial,

were suggested and reported in writing, but therapeutic
interventions were not part of this protocol.

Clinical follow-up data were collected for all patients,

captured every three months for the duration of one year

(iTHER 1.0) or two years (iTHER 2.0), respectively.

http://r2.amc.nl
http://r2.amc.nl


Fig. 1. iTHER program workflow and cohort demographics. (A) Detailed iTHER pipeline is depicted. ) After consent, samples are processed and sequenced utilising INFORM and/or

Máxima pipeline. Curated and prioritised events are discussed at the Molecular Tumour Board to identify molecularly matched treatment options. ) Created with BioRender.com. (B)

iTHER cohort consisting of 302 samples from 253 patients with relapsed, refractory, or high-risk newly diagnosed paediatric cancer. The innermost ring visualises disease distribution

by the three main categories: extracranial solid tumour (Solid tumour), Central Nervous System tumour (CNS) and Haematopoietic Malignancies (HM). The outer ring represents the

frequency of samples within each subtype: neuroblastoma (NBL), osteosarcoma (OS), rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS), other sarcoma (Sarcoma other), other solid tumours (Other ST), Ewing

sarcoma, Wilms tumour (Wilms), malignant rhabdoid tumour (MRT) and extracranial germ cell tumour (GCT); high-grade glioma (HGG), other CNS tumours (Other CNS), medul-

loblastoma (Medullo), Ependymoma; acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL), acute myeloid leukaemia (AML), and lymphoma (Lymphoma). (C) Age distribution of the cohort, high-

lighting stage of disease: primary high-risk disease, primary refractory disease, relapse, and secondary malignancy.
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3. Results

3.1. Patients and baseline characteristics

From April 2017 to April 2021, we prospectively

enrolled 302 study samples derived from 253 patients in

the iTHER program. Tumour categories included

extracranial solid tumours (n Z 214; 70.9%), CNS
Fig. 2. iTHER sample flow and target priority. (A) Consort flow chart fo

level target per sample, highlighted per cancer subtype for all subgroup

sarcoma (Ewing), osteosarcoma (OS), Wilms tumour (Wilms), rhabd

high-grade glioma (HGG) and medulloblastoma (Medullo); lympho

lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL).
tumours (n Z 46; 15.2%) and haematological malig-

nancies (n Z 42; 13.9%) (Fig. 1B). Samples were

included at initial diagnosis of a high-risk tumour

(n Z 39; 12.9%), primary refractory disease (n Z 21;

7.0%), relapsed cancer (nZ 239; 79.1%) or at the time of

diagnosis of a second malignancy (n Z 3; 1.0%). Age at

registration was nine months to 23 years (median 13.1 y;

IQR 9.5 y) (Fig. 1C).
r all 302 samples included. (B) Distribution of the highest priority

s with 4 or more samples included: neuroblastoma (NBL), Ewing

omyosarcoma (RMS), other types of sarcomas (Sarcoma other),

ma (Lymphoma), acute myeloid leukaemia (AML), and acute
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The detailed cohort diagram is depicted in (Fig. 2A).

Seventy-six samples were not eligible for processing,

mainly due to the absence of (sufficient) tumour cells

because patients were included prior to obtaining tissue

and/or histological confirmation of disease recurrence.

DNA and RNA were successfully isolated from 199

samples, while for 27 cases only DNA could be extrac-

ted. Molecular profiling was performed via the pipelines
of INFORM (n Z 120), the Máxima (n Z 85), or both

(n Z 21). Data were transferred to the R2 Genomics
Fig. 3. Commonly altered druggable genes per cancer subtype. Each bubb

actionable events. Every bubble represents a single potentially targeta

subtype. The gene is highlighted if priority score is considered very high

samples.
Analysis and Visualisation platform, where a compre-

hensive suite of visualisations and analysis options were

implemented in close collaboration with the researchers

performing the molecular analysis (Supplemental

Fig. 2). This has resulted in an interlinked interface

where all data of a single patient can be assessed at

different levels of granularity, and in addition cohort-

based analyses can be readily performed. The median
turnaround time from sample inclusion to MTB was

similar to other programs: 30.0 working days using the
le cloud represents a subgroup with 4 or more samples harbouring

ble gene. Its size indicates the relative frequency within the cancer

, high, or moderate, and the event is observed in a minimum of two



Fig. 4. Germline pathogenic variants. (A) All identified germline pathogenic variants in the cohort with a subset of reportable cancer-

associated germline variants. (B) Reportable germline pathogenic variants in detail.
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INFORM pipeline and reduced to 22.5 working days

after transferring to the Máxima, mainly because sample

shipments were no longer required.

3.2. Identification and prioritisation of somatic events

In 204 of the 226 processed samples (90.3%), at least one

biologically relevant or potentially druggable somatic

single gene alteration was reported (Supplemental

Fig. 3A). These 737 events included SNVs/InDels

(37.9%); CNVs (23.1%), overexpressed genes (25.9%),

SVs/gene fusions (12.2%) as well as demethylated genes

(0.9%) (Supplemental Fig. 3B). Affected pathways
included kinase signalling (29.2%), DNA replication

(23.7%), transcription (19.7%), epigenetic processes

(10.5%), MAPK signalling (6.8%), DNA repair (2.8%),

and other (7.3%) (Supplemental Fig. 3C). Nineteen

samples (8.4%) had alterations that were biologically

relevant but were not considered actionable in the spe-

cific tumour type. The remaining 185 samples harboured

a total of 534 somatic alterations that were considered
druggable, with priority levels of very high (6.1%), high

(21.3%), moderate (26.0%), intermediate (36.1%) and

borderline (10.5%). The distribution of the highest pri-

ority levels differs per cancer subtype and is illustrated in

Fig. 2B for subgroups with four or more samples

included. For example, druggable alterations occur

frequently in neuroblastoma and haematological ma-

lignancies, but are less common in sarcoma and me-
dulloblastoma. Commonly altered druggable genes per

cancer subtype are shown in Fig. 3 and Supplemental

Fig. 4. Genes with the highest priority for potential

targeted therapy are highlighted, e.g. ALK in neuro-

blastoma and RAS in acute lymphoblastic leukaemia.

Results of molecular profiling revised or refined

diagnosis in eight patients, including novel fusion

detection by unbiased RNA-seq (Supplemental Table 3).
For example, a TPM3-NTRK1 fusion in an adolescent

with a malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumour

(MPNST) was identified, which is considered a very-

high-priority actionable event, offering the patient a

relevant treatment option (e.g. tropomyosin receptor

kinase (TRK) inhibitor). As another example, a pul-

monary metastatic lesion of an embryonal rhabdomyo-

sarcoma harboured a novel PAX3-WWTR1 fusion
transcript, which was, in retrospect, also detected in the

primary tumour from the shoulder [26]. Diagnosis was

revised in another patient, where the histopathological

diagnosis initially favoured malignant rhabdoid tumour.

Inactivation of SMARCA4 was reported due to an SNV

and loss of heterozygosity (LOH). However, when

looking at the broader DNA-methylation cohort, this

case clustered with neuroblastomas, and the diagnosis
was revised accordingly (Supplemental Fig. 5). A diag-

nosis of relapsed undifferentiated sarcoma was refined

to BCOR-sarcoma due to the identification of the

BCOR-CCNB3 fusion and absent EWSR1 fusion. One
patient with suspected relapsed ATRT was classified as

diffuse paediatric-type high-grade glioma, H3-wildtype

and IDH-wildtype (pedRTK1b subtype), and thus a

second primary tumour, allowing for an adapted treat-

ment strategy.

Two independent samples were submitted for mo-

lecular analysis in 15 patients (Supplemental Fig. 6A).

Except for P07-aRMS, all were obtained at consecutive
timepoints. Temporal heterogeneity was observed in all

tumour types in this small subset, underscoring the

previously demonstrated value of sequential analysis in

paediatric cancer [13,27,28]. Of three patients (P07-

aRMS (n Z 1) and neuroblastoma (NBL, n Z 2)),

primary tumour and metastatic site were profiled

(Supplemental Fig. 6B). Samples of P07-aRMS were

obtained at the same timepoint but showed different
events: the primary tumour exhibited an ATRX-dele-

tion, whilst the metastasis harboured SNVs in ATR and

RAF1, a biallelic BCOR-deletion, and a MYCN-ampli-

fication. The NBL samples were sequenced at different

time points, revealing novel molecular information. For

example, in tumour P12-NBL, RAS-MAPK activation

in the primary tumour occurred through loss of NF1,

whilst it occurred in the metastatic lesion due to BRAF-
mutation. In osteosarcoma (n Z 2), results also differed

between subsequent metastatic samples, possibly

reflecting the complex karyotype, intratumor heteroge-

neity, and/or tumour evolution. Finally, fusion gene

transcripts were retained over all samples of a given

sarcoma patient.

3.3. Germline cancer predisposing variants

Germline pathogenic variants were identified in 35/219

(16%) of patients for whom germline sequence results

were available (Fig. 4A and Supplemental Table 4). In

22 patients (10%) the detected pathogenic variant was
judged causative for a cancer predisposition syndrome

(CPS) and was thus reported to the patient after clinical

validation. Variants were found across 17 genes

including ATM (n Z 3) and TP53 (n Z 3). All reported

pathogenic variants were heterozygous, except for a

homozygous PMS2 pathogenic variant. Two patients

were found to carry a large deletion affecting (part of) a

cancer predisposing gene (i.e. DICER1 and NF1). The
germline pathogenic variant was known prior to

participating in this study in eight out of these 22 chil-

dren (36%). In 15 patients (6.8%), the germline patho-

genic variant contributed to the development of

patient’s cancer (Fig. 4B). In 14 of these 15 patients,

corresponding molecular features were identified in the

tumour, including a second hit in the gene affected by a

germline pathogenic variant in eight tumours, LOH at
the locus in five tumours, and a high mutational load in

two tumours with a germline mismatch repair defect

(including one with a somatic second hit). In seven pa-

tients we identified pathogenic variants in genes that,



Fig. 5. Applied molecularly matched treatments and clinical response. Twenty-one molecularly matched therapies were initiated in 19 patients. Time on treatment is depicted as per the

prioritised target. Of note, 2 patients received 2 consecutive treatments each: one patient with neuroblastoma (#) and one patient with rhabdomyosarcoma (̂). x axis is time on treatment

(weeks). The colour of the bars indicates the priority score of the targeted alteration. Responses are indicated by the symbols. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article).
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based on the current available literature, have not been

associated with the type of cancer in these children yet.

In all but one case, the variants were still reported

because of risk for later-onset cancers, such as breast

cancer in ATM and PALB2 mutation carriers. These

adult-onset CPS genes are included in our gene panel

because biallelic variants cause paediatric-onset CPSs.

For several adult CPS genes, sequencing studies revealed
a possible enrichment of heterozygous pathogenic

germline variants in children with cancer, although the

causality of these variants in childhood cancer still has

to be explored for most cancer types [4,7,17,29].

3.4. Molecularly matched treatment and clinical follow up

Clinical follow up, including received therapy and

treatment response, was obtained for all patients. At the

time of data census, 137 patients included for molecular
analysis completed a minimum of 12 months of clinical

follow-up. Twenty-one molecularly matched treatments

were applied in 19 patients (13.9%), targeting very high

(n Z 4), high (n Z 3), moderate (n Z 5), and interme-

diate or lower (n Z 9) priority events (Fig. 5 and

Supplementary Table 5). Combined treatments were

applied in 71.4%, consisting of a targeted agent and

chemotherapy (n Z 12) or two targeted agents (n Z 3).
Eleven treatments were administered within the context

of a clinical trial (52.4% of the 21 treatments). One pa-

tient with relapsed refractory AML and a nonsense

mutation in EZH2 (D725*) of intermediate priority,

treated with the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib in

combination with cytarabine, achieved complete remis-

sion followed by allogeneic stem cell transplantation

(HSCT) and remains in remission after four years of
follow up. Two patients diagnosed with relapsed Ewing

sarcoma and suggested cell cycle activation due to high

expression of CCND1 (expression log2 Z-score 2.2 and

2.0, respectively; low priority) remained on a regimen of

ribociclib combined with topotecan and temozolomide

for 181 and 176 days, respectively, as reported by others

[30]. Mean overall survival in the cohort was 120 days

after inclusion in the iTHER program, reflecting the
poor-prognosis subgroups.

3.5. Barriers to applying targeted treatment

Despite a high number of actionable events, matched

molecular treatments were applied in only a small subset

of patients. To gain a deeper understanding of hurdles

to allocation of molecularly matched drugs, we per-

formed individual surveys with 27 physicians and sub-

sequent one-on-one interviews with 17 clinicians,
resulting in the evaluation of 53 targets of very high,

high, and moderate priority. In this selected subgroup,

molecularly matched therapy was applied in 24% of the

evaluated targets (Supplemental Fig. 7A), of which 18%

were scored very high priority, 46% high and 36%
moderate (Supplemental Fig. 7B). The most common

reasons for not starting a patient on a matched therapy

were related to the clinical status of the patient: either

the disease remained stable on (palliative) conventional

treatment (28.3%), or performance status was too poor

(24.5%). In other cases, the patient and/or their family

declined (18.9%), or there was lack of access to the drug,

either within the context of a clinical trial or off-label
(17.0%) (Supplemental Fig. 7C).

4. Discussion

Here we present the successful establishment of the
prospective precision medicine program iTHER in the

Netherlands for children and adolescents with cancer.

The program has demonstrated significant value of

WES, RNAseq and DNA methylome profiling by

detecting pathogenic variants in 90.3% of samples

within a clinically relevant timeframe, matching previ-

ously published studies [7,8,10,11,13,17,19,28,31e34].

In addition, sequential analysis detected temporal het-
erogeneity, as published by others [13,27,28]. The fre-

quency of reportable germline pathogenic variants in

our cohort (10%) is consistent with most other studies

but lower than observed in a cohort of high-risk pae-

diatric cancer patients in Australia (16.2%) [4,7,17,29].

However, these studies are not directly comparable

because of different inclusion criteria and gene panels

used. Consequently, at our center, WES and RNA-seq,
as well as DNA methylome profiling for CNS tumours

and sarcoma, are now standard of care for all children

with newly diagnosed, relapsed or refractory tumours

to facilitate precision diagnostics and improve cure

rates.

Unbiased RNA-seq in our cohort did not only

contribute to identifying clinically relevant gene fusions

and gene expression targets, but also refined diagnosis in
a subset of patients, as published before [35]. However,

it remains possible that clinically relevant genetic alter-

ations have been missed in our study due to the limita-

tions of the techniques applied. As reported by others,

utilising WGS might improve the identification of

mutational signatures (e.g. deficiency of homologous

recombination (HR)-mediated double strand break

repair and sensitivity to poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase
(PARP) inhibitors [36]), activated oncogenes through

enhancer hijacking (e.g. Telomerase Reverse Tran-

scriptase (TERT) in neuroblastoma [37] or growth factor

independent 1 family protooncogenes GFI1 and GFI1B

and PR domain-containing protein 6 (PRDM6) in me-

dulloblastoma [38,39]), as well as microdeletions [17,40].

The added value of implementing combined WGS and

transcriptome sequencing in a clinical setting is currently
being studied in our center. However, this won’t be

feasible in all centers, and one might consider limited

panel sequencing at relapse only to select patients for

ongoing clinical trials.
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Definition and prioritisation of actionable events

have not been standardised and harmonised in paedi-

atric oncology, as opposed to adult oncology (e.g. NCI-

MATCH Tier or The European Society for Medical

Oncology (ESMO) Scale for Clinical Actionability of

molecular Targets (ESCAT)) [41]. Paediatric studies are

difficult to compare due to wide variability in reported

cohorts and NGS pipelines. For example, in solid tu-
mours and CNS tumours within iTHER, inactivation of

TP53 was not considered actionable, consistent with the

INFORM and ZERO programs [17,19]. However, in

ALL and non-Hodgkin lymphoma within iTHER,

TP53 mutation was considered potentially druggable

with a moderate priority score based on early phase

clinical trials with APR-246 [42,43]. TP53 alterations

were also considered investigational in MAPPYACTS
[14]. As another example, gene expression outliers are

considered relevant with a log2 Z-score þ2.5 relative to

all reference samples, independent of any genetic alter-

ation. However, there is no consensus on this definition

or the priority of overexpressed genes as a biomarker.

Whether a gene is identified not only depends on

pathway activation, but also on the composition of the

cohort. One might consider a gene overexpressed (i.e. a
potential biomarker), if the expression is high compared

to other tumours of the same (sub) type. For example, in

two patients with prolonged stable disease on ribociclib

combined with chemotherapy, CCND1 was not over-

expressed compared with the total cohort but highly

overexpressed with other Ewing sarcomas [30]. Given

these complexities in result interpretation, the expertise

of the multidisciplinary MTB has been crucial to
translate molecular profiles into potential clinical benefit

for our patients [44].

Genomic and clinical data sharing is limited thus far

due to multiple factors, including privacy regulations.

Multiple platforms aim to analyse and publicly visualise

genomic data, since effective data sharing is key to

accelerating research. We used the R2 Genomics Anal-

ysis and Visualisation Platform to analyse and visualise
molecular and clinical metadata, and cohort-based an-

alyses can be readily performed. This web-based appli-

cation is extensively used by the paediatric community

to integrate genomic and clinical data as well as in vitro

and in vivo model systems and drug sensitivity profiles,

including the ‘Innovative Therapies for Children with

Cancer Pediatric Preclinical Proof-of-concept Platform’

(ITCC-P4; https://www.itccp4.eu/). To explore
alterations, we also used the St. Jude PECAN

application, an expanding cloud-based data-sharing

ecosystem with genomic data from >10,000 paediatric

patients including disease-specific Cosmic and ClinVar

annotated variants (https://www.stjude.cloud). Both

bioinformatic platforms have their specific qualities

and can be used in a complimentary manner.

Comprehensive genomic and transcriptomic analysis to
inform therapy assignment has clinical benefit in a
subset of patients. INFORM recently demonstrated

that patients with a very high priority level target and

molecularly matched treatment had a significantly

longer Progression Free Survival [19,45]. The Zero

Childhood Cancer Program also published favourable

outcomes of targeted treatment compared with unse-

lected phase I clinical trials. Remarkably, the clinical

outcome did not correlate with the tier score of the
recommended targeted agent, similar to the iTHER

cohort, as depicted in Fig. 5 [17]. Although other studies

such as iCAT [8] report a lack of clinical response, re-

sults should be interpreted with caution due to the het-

erogeneous character of the cohorts and methods, again

stressing the need for harmonisation and collaboration.

Although many targetable events were identified, only a

minority of patients received targeted treatment. As in
other studies, a declining clinical condition was one of

the main reasons not to include a patient in a clinical

trial or off-label treatment. Pediatric MATCH reported

poor clinical status as a factor in prohibiting enrolment

on a treatment protocol in 16% of patients [46]. Hence,

molecular profiling should be considered at an earlier

disease stage, identifying patients that might benefit

from targeted treatment, as demonstrated recently
across all stages [28]. In addition, matched treatment is

hampered by limited access to biomarker-driven trials

with combination strategies, for example ESMART

(NCT02813135) and INFORM2 (NCT03838042).

Availability of approved molecular targeted drugs for

paediatric patients is still limited compared with adult

indications and many new targeted drugs lack dosage

guidelines and efficacy data in children. Targeted ther-
apy development is complicated by the fact that paedi-

atric malignancies show a relative paucity of targetable

mutations as well as distinct molecular alterations

compared to adult cancers, suggesting new therapeutic

agents are required for paediatric cancer. In addition,

there is a lack of available clinical trials and a small

number of eligible patients for each study since paedi-

atric cancer remains a rare disease [12]. Several multi-
stakeholder paediatric platforms, for example ACCEL-

ERATE (https://www.accelerate-platform.org/), aim to

implement innovative strategies supported by

preclinical testing as proposed by collaborative groups

including ITCC-P4, supported by a changing regulato-

ry environment [47,48]. This will include studying

spatio-temporal genetic heterogeneity and clonal evo-

lution in specific subgroups and utility of novel methods
including in vitro drug sensitivity, single-cell RNA-seq

and sequencing circulating tumour DNA to guide clin-

ical decision making in the future.

5. Conclusion

The iTHER program of the Princess Máxima Center

demonstrates the establishment of a successful precision

medicine program across all ages and tumour types in

https://www.itccp4.eu/
https://www.stjude.cloud
https://www.accelerate-platform.org/
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paediatric oncology that identifies diagnostic, prog-

nostic, and targetable alterations as well as reportable

germline variants within a clinically relevant timeframe.

Nowadays, all children with newly diagnosed, relapsed

or refractory tumours are offered WES and RNA-seq in

our center as standard of care, complemented by DNA-

methylation for CNS tumours and sarcomas, to facili-

tate precision diagnostics and improve cure rates.
Standardisation of data analysis and target prioritisa-

tion as well as improved access to targeted treatments

within combination trials are required to translate

findings from precision medicine programs into clinical

care and eventually improve survival.
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